In neutrino physics, it is sometimes assumed that all wave packets must transform covariantly as Lorentz vectors. We show in a simple example that even if the initial conditions of a wave packet are covariant, then evolution in a relativistic interacting theory followed by a measurement of entangled particles can lead to a wave packet which is no longer covariant.
Introduction
One of the main theoretical difficulties in neutrino physics is that one does not know the shape of the initial wave packets for the involved particles. It is common to use Gaussian wave packets. However in Ref. [1] the authors introduced covariant wave packets, defined below. In Ref. [2] the authors implicitly claim that wave packets must be covariant, at least for relativistic systems. This assumption was then included by the Daya Bay collaboration in its analysis of whether it has observed decoherence [3] . This analysis is quite important as decoherence could in principle reduce the neutrino oscillation signal, thus explaining the fact that Daya Bay observes a lower value of the mixing angle θ 13 than most other experiments. Without the low value of θ 13 observed by Daya Bay, the evidence for leptonic CP-violation reported by T2K [4] would be weakened considerably. In addition, if decoherence was already observed by Daya Bay, JUNO's sensitivity to the neutrino mass hierarchy would be severely reduced [5] . Therefore it is of interest to know whether wave packets really are covariant in the sense of Ref. [1] .
In Sec. 2 we review the transformation of wave packets under boosts, reminding the reader that these are well-defined even if the wave packet is not itself covariant. In Sec. 3 we consider a simple, interacting relativistic quantum field theory and we show that even if a particle begins in a covariant wave packet, its daughters will not inhabit covariant wave packets. Finally, applications to neutrino physics are noted in Sec. 4.
Boosting a Wave Packet
Let |0 be a Lorentz-invariant state in a quantum field theory in d + 1 dimensions. Let a † p be the Schrodinger picture creation operators of a scalar field φ with the usual Heisenberg algebra normalization. Here p is a d-vector, the last d components of a Lorentz (d+1)-vector p which transforms covariantly under the mass M = 0 representation of the Lorentz group and squares to M 2 . Then the zeroth component of p is
If the scalar field is noninteracting then the state
also transforms as a Lorentz vector
where U (Λ) is the operator on the Hilbert space which represents the Lorentz transformation Λ and the notation Λp is shorthand for the d spatial components of Λp. In the case of an interacting theory, there will be corrections to (2.3) proportional to the commutator of the interaction terms H I in the Hamiltonian with a † . As such corrections are subleading in H I , we will ignore them below.
Define a family of wave packets indexed by the d-vector p
where f is a function. Lorentz transforming this equation and dropping all interaction terms
Following Ref. [1] we say that |p is a covariant wave packet if
In this case
and so the covariance condition is equivalent to
which implies that f depends upon its arguments only via Lorentz scalars. Whether or not the wave packet is covariant, it transforms according to (2.5). In particular, there is no clear inconsistency in a noncovariant wave packet, although in the noncovariant case a Lorentz transformation of a state |p takes it out of the family of states (2.4).
The same remains true if we demand, as is done in Ref. [1] , that the wave packets are actually two-parameter families parameterized by p and a momentum standard deviation σ and that in the limit σ → 0 the functions
Losing Covariance in a Simple Interacting Model
The above review suggests that covariant wave packets are not required for the consistency of Lorentz transformations. But perhaps Nature nonetheless chooses covariant wave packets? We will now argue that this is unlikely by considering a simple relativistic quantum field theory and showing that even if one begins with a particle in a covariant wave packet, its daughter particles in an interacting quantum field theory will no longer be covariant.
Consider a (1+1)-dimensional model of three massive, real canonical scalar fields φ H , φ L and ψ. In the Schrodinger picture the fields may be decomposed as ψ(x) = dp 2π
φ I (x) = dp 2π
where the masses are m and M H > M L . Let |Ω be the ground state and define the Fock states
Let the Hamiltonian H be the usual massive free field Hamiltonian H 0 plus an interaction term
where we have defined the eigenvalues
Our initial condition will consist of a heavy source particle in a covariant Gaussian wave packet
where σ is a parameter which determines the initial width of the wave packet and p is an arbitrary (1 + 1)-vector. The integral converges as we choose the +− space time signature. We will not normalize the states.
Our strategy will be as follows. We begin with one heavy particle φ H in a covariant wave packet (3.6) and we let the system evolve so that it will contain a light particle φ L and a particle ψ. We will be interested in the wave packet for the particle ψ. Strictly speaking, no such wave packet exists as it will always be entangled with the light particle φ L .
Let P ψ project a state onto the Fock sector with exactly one ψ particle. Then, to linear order in H I , the 1ψ state at time t is [8] 
We are interested in the wave function for ψ but we have an entangled state of ψ and φ L . Following the usual logic in the wave packet formulation [6, 7] we assume that interactions with the environment will measure φ L , which is equivalent to projecting it onto a definite state or more precisely onto a definite momentum distribution.
For simplicity we will choose this momentum distribution to be a delta function 2πδ(q−q) centered onq, although this choice will not qualitatively affect our results. Let the operator P φ be this projection. Then
After these projections, the state P φ |t is a simple tensor product of a 1φ L Fock state |L,q with fixed momentumq and the wavepacket
wherek is the (1+1)-vector corresponding to the momentumk = k +q.
When σ → 0, the state (3.9) is proportional to δ(k − (p −q)) and so it is a wave packet |p −q in the sense of Ref. [1] . It can be written in the form (2.4) with
where we have divided f by √ 2ω with respect to (3.9) to correct for the difference in convention for |k between Eqs. (2.2) and (3.2). f in Eq. (3.10) is a function of k and
The wave packet (3.9) is covariant only if, under an arbitrary Lorentz transformation Λ f (k,p) = f (Λk, Λp). (3.12)
In Fig. 1 we plot the function f in Eq. (3.10) for different boosts of the form (3.12) and see that indeed it is not boost-invariant, and so the final wave function is not covariant in the sense of Ref.
[1]. 
Conclusions
We thus conclude that even if Nature chooses covariant wave packets for the initial particles, after evolution in a relativistic quantum field theory, their daughter particles cannot be expected to have covariant wave packets. Note that all particles began as daughter particles, and so one cannot expect initial conditions or asymptotic in states to be generally described by covariant wave packets.
Although we considered a simple model of scalar fields which enjoy a two-body decay, we believe that it is self-evident that our conclusion would also hold for more complicated models. For example, a similar calculation could be applied to the three-body decays involving fermions which yield neutrinos. If the initial meson or nucleus is in a covariant wavepacket, the results above then indicate that the neutrino wave packet will not be covariant. Similarly, these initial particles were themselves created from other particles and the above calcuation may be mirrored for that process, suggesting that the initial particles already were not described by a covariant wave packet. 
